Bustle To Debut So Tell Me,
A Video Series Spotlighting The Nation's Leading Political Voices
- The series will focus on the issues and movements that impact young people and women today, kicking off with a powerful interview with Chelsea Clinton -

March 6, 2018 (New York, NY) – Bustle, the premier digital destination for millennial women,
today announced plans to debut So Tell Me, a news-focused video series hosted by six time
Emmy-nominated journalist and Bustle Senior Political Correspondent, Erin Delmore. Through
exclusive interviews and discussions, Delmore will give viewers front-row access to today's
most important lawmakers, change makers, and trailblazing political voices. She'll ask the questions on millennials' minds and dig into the issues this generation is looking for leaders to act on.
The series will launch on Thursday, March 8, coinciding with International Women's Day, and
kick-off with a candid and dynamic interview with advocate and author Chelsea Clinton. Interviews will be available on Bustle's OTT platforms, Bustle's Facebook page and on Bustle.com.
Delmore's interviews with newsmakers and elected officials will uncover how they earn, keep
and leverage power in today’s political climate. Each episode will focus on hot-button topics including health care, immigration, gun control, feminism, and more. In the debut episode,
Chelsea Clinton discusses the #MeToo movement, the protests against the Trump administration, and her mother's historic run for president. Clinton joins a group of powerful political leaders who have previously sat down with Delmore for exclusive Bustle video interviews, including
Senator Kirsten Gillibrand, Senator Cory Booker, and Senator Tammy Duckworth.
"We're really excited to bring our readers and viewers straight into the conversation with the
most influential people in America as we tackle the issues facing millennials," said Delmore.
As Bustle's Senior Political Correspondent, Delmore drives on-the-ground and on-air reporting
and leads political coverage for the website. News coverage is central to Bustle's mission as
Bustle Digital Group continues to engage and inform an audience of nearly 80 million unique
monthly readers. The vertical saw significant expansion in 2017 with multiple marquee hires,
including former Atlantic and Observer editor Emily Anne Epstein as Executive News Editor, and
award-winning multimedia storyteller Alicia Menendez as a Contributing Editor.
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